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Topic: application for ETPN treasurer for 2021-2023 – Intention & tentative program
Dear Sir or Madam,
I hereby declare my candidacy for the role of treasurer of the European Technological Platform on
Nanomedicine (ETPN) for the period 2021 – 2023, as part of Team RS. Over the past weeks, the reasons
for my application appeared to me as the following:
• My will to stay involved in the ETPN’s projects for the future of European nanomedicine, even
after the end of my contract as an employee there. Indeed, nanomedicine has demonstrated
its impact on our lives very recently, at the peak of the COVID-19 crisis: I truly believe in the
power of this community and in the necessity for its diverse stakeholders to stay strategically
aligned and connected at an European level
• The skills in administrative & financial management I developed during my career could be
most useful to ETPN at this particular moment. I thrive on these skills continuously, as required
by my current situation as Partner and CFO of a small-size and fast-growing tech company.
ETPN is at a turning point: the end of the NOBEL Project and the emergence of the new Horizon
Europe funding program (2021-2028) will be an important transition. I am up to the challenge
• The knowledge of ETPN operations I acquired as NOBEL Project Manager is a formidable asset
for it will allow me to be instantaneously operational & to have a very practical & operational
vision of these incoming 2 years’ challenges. It includes notably the need to coerce with other
ETPs in the frame HealthTech4EU Alliance and to continue our involvement in nanomedicine
and HealthTech European Consortia.
As you may know, I have worked 2 year and a half, between 2018 & 2020, as an employee of the ETPN.
During this time, I held the position of H2020 NOBEL Assistant Project Manager. NOBEL was aiming at
structuring & resembling a community of stakeholders of technological with direct applications in
healthcare, at a European level. It was the initiative of the nanomedicine community through the ETPN,
as evidenced by its role of coordinator of the project. It resulted in 3 main outputs:
(i)
the HealthTech4EU Alliance between various health-related ETOs
(ii)
the opening of the nanomedicine TAB to all HealthTech & concrete plans for the
sustainability of the HealthTechTAB
(iii)
the description & publication of the Continuum of Integrated Care.

During this time, I have also participated to the creation of Jedha bootcamp, a start-up creating
intensive & professionnal trainings in Data Science & cybersecurity, first as an adviser, then as a
Partner, and now, since my contract at ETPN has ended, as Administration & Finance officer.
Hence, my commitment and objectives for the 2 following years as ETPN treasurer will be aligned with
Team RS program, in the continuation of Ruth Schmid’s vision, and revolve around the 3 following
points:
• PROCESSES – definition of new, solid and scalable processes to prepare ETPN for its future,
regarding the Secretariat management, its ties with its accounting, HR and administrative
external providers, and helping the articulation between the different projects and assets of
the association
• ASSETS – consolidation & sustainability of ETPN’s assets developed notably within NOBEL,
notably by anticipating their integration in current & contextual legal, administrative and
financial frameworks
• SUSTAINABILITY – definition of a strategy enabling the financial independence of each ‘unit’ of
the ETPN Association, notably of its Secretariat, for at least the 4 next years and beyond
Indeed, this vision may need to be developed & to evolve during the following years. I hope you will
find it aligned with your objectives as an ETPN member organisation and believe I am capable of
bearing it & declining it first in an operational reality, ultimately in results and impact.
Yours sincerely,

Alexandre SUPERVILLE

